Mechanical models and support technologies for retaining gob-side entry
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Abstract
Aiming at gob-side entry retaining for three typical roof conditions (hard roof, medium stable roof and limestone roof), theoretical analysis, numerical simulation, laboratory test and field test were carried out. Different support mechanical models were built, and various roadside support technologies were presented. Results show that: for retaining gob-side entry of hard roof, flexible-stiff support mechanical model was built, quantitative calculation method of thickness, strength and size of flexible and stiff filling body were deduced, and filling materials of flexible and stiff support body were developed. Strain hardening characteristic of anchored gangue body was revealed, and roadside filling support technology with transversely anchored gangue body was presented for retaining gob-side entry of medium stable roof. Based on the slow subsidence motion characteristic of limestone roof, cutting off roof of roadside support with hydraulic props, anchor cables and auxiliary blasting was proposed, and showed good cutting effect.
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1. Introduction
In most mining roadways, there leaves an amount of entry protection coal pillars, which is a waste of coal, and more tendency to rock burst [1-3]. The technology of retaining gob-side entry can increase coal recovery rate and mine economic effect, control rock burst, prevent coal and gas outburst. It has great significance in sustainable development and green mining for the coal industry [4-6]. In the past few years, many works have been done on the retaining gob-side entry for gently inclined thin and medium-thick coal seam with stable roof [7-10], but the effect of field mining production is poor. There are two main reasons: (1) roof fracture motion characteristic of different roof conditions and the influence on deformation and damage of roadway surrounding rocks have not been considered; (2) roadside support technology of retaining gob-side entry is not designed according to different roof motion characteristics. In this paper, retaining gob-side entry technologies of three typical roof conditions which are hard roof, medium stable roof and limestone roof, were researched using theoretical analysis, numerical simulation, laboratory test and field test were carried out. Different support mechanical models were built, and various roadside support technologies were presented. The research achievements have great guiding significance on the popularization and application of retaining gob-side entry.

2. Flexible-stiff support for hard roof
2.1. Mechanical model
For hard roof, like tight sandstone, there
are two stages in the process of main roof rock beam bending and compacting gangues in the gob after face mining, as shown in Fig. 1.

Step 1: main roof rock beam bends and contacts gangues. With the bending down of the main roof rock beam, the flexible filling material is compacted gradually, which can make the roof subside slowly and prevent rock burst. The thickness of flexible materials can be estimated by:

$$h_i = \frac{S_i}{L_2} = \frac{h - (K_d - 1)m_x - L_1}{L_2}$$ (1)

$$\sigma_c \geq \frac{\gamma_x m_x [(L_1 + 0.5d) - L_0] + \gamma_x m_x L_2 (L_2 - L_0) - F_d (2L_2 - L_0)}{(2L_1 - L_0)d}$$ (2)

where $\gamma_x$ is the unit weight of the rock; variables are shown in Fig. 1 (b).

2.2. Filling materials

Raw materials of flexible material includes: foaming agent M1 and M2, foam stabilizer, fire retardant, and curing agent. Foaming agent has a great influence on the foaming effect and uniaxial compressing strength of yielding expanding polymer materials. Testing results of different kinds of foaming agent were shown in Table 1, and M2 is chosen as the foaming agent, which has bigger foaming height index.

In stiff filling materials, cement is chosen as the binding material; coal ash is active admixture with gelling property; gangue and river sand are inert materials; early strength agent and water reducing agent are modified materials. Using orthogonal experimental design method, uniaxial compressing strength and slump of stiff filling material specimens were analyzed, as shown in Table 2, and the best materials ratio was shown in Table 3.
Table 2  Uniaxial strength and slump of strong filling materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schemes</th>
<th>Uniaxial compressing strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Slump (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1d</td>
<td>4d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>6.933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.881</td>
<td>5.337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.894</td>
<td>6.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>4.798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.737</td>
<td>4.355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.554</td>
<td>4.929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.635</td>
<td>4.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.046</td>
<td>4.217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.429</td>
<td>5.334</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3  Materials ratio of strong filling material

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material amount (kg/t)</th>
<th>Stone granularity (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Cement Coal ash Gangue Sand Stone Early strength agent Water reducing agent</td>
<td>134 164 44 85 227 340 2.8 3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Transversely anchored support for medium stable roof

3.1. Mechanical properties of anchored filling

Uniaxial compressing tests of common gangue body and anchored gangue body were carried out to analyze the support strength, as shown in Fig. 2.

In the test of common gangue body, support force increases slowly at the beginning, and then increases quickly, as shown in Fig. 3(a). When exceeds the support strength 6.5MPa, support force decreases slowly. In the test of anchored gangue body, support force increases linearly approximately before ultimate strength, and decreases quickly after that, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The support strength is 13.4MPa, 2.06 times of the strength of common gangue body, i.e., anchored gangue body shows strain hardening characteristics [11].
3.2. Support mechanical model
For medium stable roof, the hanging arch is short, the roof subsidence is small, and the roof fracture line is close to the coal wall. The medium stable roof can be supported by transversely anchored gangue body, and the mechanical model is shown in Fig. 4.

\[
P_2 = \frac{m_Z \gamma_Z L_Z^2 + q_E L_Z^2 - (m_Z \gamma_Z L_Z - q_E)x_0 - P_1(b + x_0) - \sigma_c(2b + c + x_0)}{2b + x_0}
\]

where \(L_Z\) is the length of the intermediate roof fracture rock; \(P_1\) is the support force of the roadside filling body; \(\sigma_c\) is the compressing strength of roadside filling body; other variables are shown in Fig. 4.

4. Cutting off roof support for limestone roof
4.1. Mechanical model
The key problem in retaining gob-side entry for limestone roof is cutting roof. Limestone roof is compressed by the upper main roof, and supported by coal, entry and roadside support. Roadside cutting off roof mechanical model for limestone roof was shown in Fig. 5.

To cut limestone roof at roadside, under the supporting reaction force and roof loading force, stress at the cutting line should exceed the ultimate tensile strength, and the cutting force can be estimated by:

\[
P_c = \frac{[\sigma'_Z]_x m_Z^2}{3L_S}
\]

where \([\sigma'_Z]_x\) is the actual tensile strength; \(m_Z'\) is the effective bending thickness of the roof; \(L_S\) is the roadside roof hanging length.
4.2. Cutting off roof technique

Three schemes of roadside cutting off roof were simulated, which are cutting with anchor cables and hydraulic props (scheme 1), cutting with anchor cables and concrete buttresses (scheme 2) and cutting with intensive hydraulic props (scheme 3). Stress distribution and plastic zone in surrounding rocks of the three schemes were shown in Fig. 6. Hydraulic prop has high supporting resistance, which can restrain roof subsistence at the hanging rock seam, and promotes the initial fissure and mining cracks develop. There generates a weak plane along the cutting line where the immediate roof cut off. With high preload, anchor cables can prevent roof separation between the immediate roof and main roof, decrease the initial support force of roadside supporting body, and prevent roof fracture in the roadway [12]. These are good for cutting off roof. So cutting effect of scheme 1 is the best.

According to scheme 1, field test was carried out, and results show that there are large differences in cutting off roof along the development direction of workface. When there is roof weighting, the cutting off roof is easy, while no weighting, there is a certain amount of roof hanging. So blasting was used as auxiliary cutting off roof technique, and good cutting effect was got, as shown in Fig. 7.

5. Conclusions

(1) Aiming at retaining gob-side entry for hard roof, flexible-stiff support mechanical model was built, quantitative calculation method of thickness, strength and size of flexible and stiff filling body were deduced, and filling materials of flexible and stiff support body were developed.

(2) Strain hardening characteristic of anchored gangue body was revealed, and roadside filling support technology with transversely anchored gangue body was presented for retaining gob-side entry of
medium stable roof.
(3) Based on the slow subsidence motion characteristic of limestone roof, cutting off roof of roadside support with hydraulic props, anchor cables and auxiliary blasting was proposed, and showed good cutting effect.
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